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(Feat. Twista)

INTRO:yo!! introducing the new future!!.... london.....
TWISTA:08 DON'T HATE ..LONDON AND TWISTA WHERE
U AT....

VERESE 1:
SHE'S SO FINE CAN'T LET HER PASS,NO WAY,NO WAY..
I've been out all nite partying ma life away, all these
drinks fill up ma cup i can barely lift ma head up...oh is
u, is u....it's kinda blury 4 ma eyes can't wait to spend
the night with u, with u...

pre chourus:
now was i waken up next to u,tell me how did i let u thru
the door?, and no i don't even have a clue, can't
remember, wat did we do? tell me who did mistake u
4?.....

chorus:
out of all these girls in this club ,how did i end up with
this one? damm it i had one 2 many drinks, i had one 2
many drinks,i had one 2 many drinks...all this liquor in
ma system i think i should never have mixed them......
dammm it i had one 2 many drinks, i had one 2 many
drinks,i had one 2 many drinks,i had one 2 many
drinks...

Twista:
Is it because of the flickas that we do wrong?
They say nothin then twista be gettin to gone.
Man we about to party and I don't give a xxxx what ya
think.
It was only my interest to have a couple of drinks.
I had another and another and another and another.
Saw a chick I wanted to get up under tha cover
Shawty so bad-I'm about to get got
like a 44 magnum about six shots
We can exit thru the tha back
Get up out this spot
Go to tha Devil who down the street
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about 6 blocks
then i start at the progress
on patron
I got off into the hottness
in the morn
so nothin but a hot mess
what was hotness is lookin like the lochness
layin on my chest
Uggg
Got the xxxx up and then I got dressed
now I know I shoulda had one shot less

as I'm wakin up next to you
tell me how did I let you thru tha door

Now I thought Shorty was a 10
I was hopin she wasn't even a ?

I shoulda had one shot less
(this song is hot i'ma finish da rest later)
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